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Virtual reality has been used effectively to promote relaxation and reduce stress. It is
possible to find two main approaches to achieve such aims across the literature. The
first one is focused on generic environments filled with relaxing “narratives” to induce
control over one’s own body and physiological response, while the second one engages
the user in virtual reality-mediated activities to empower his/her own abilities to regulate
emotion. The scope of the present contribution is to extend the discourse on VR use
to promote relaxation, by proposing a third approach. This would be based on VR
with personalized content, based on user research to identify important life events.
As a second step, distinctive features of such events may be rendered with symbols,
activities or other virtual environments contents. According to literature, it is possible that
such an approach would obtain more sophisticated and long-lasting relaxation in users.
The present contribution explores this innovative theoretical proposal and its potential
applications within future research and interventions.

Keywords: virtual reality, relaxation, emotion regulation, personalized virtual reality, user-centered virtual reality

INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) has been successfully employed to promote relaxation and reduce stress, and
it has notably matured trough time, showing a relevant potential in improving and regulating
emotional well-being.

Two main approaches aiming at achieving relaxation, stress reduction and emotion regulation
can be found in the literature. The first one employs mainly “generic environments” by which users
are exposed to relaxing narratives stimuli and try to gain control over body physiological activation,
while the second one requires users to be active, implying an interaction with VR contents to train
emotion regulation.

However, in the epoch of personalization a new approach is needed that provides the user with
a more adequate and person-adapted techniques. In the present contribution a third approach is
therefore proposed, which integrates and extends those mentioned above, but is based on its specific
methodological assumptions.

This third perspective would propose a VR based on personalized contents, built on
distinctive features picked-up by users’ memories of relevant life-events, and on adaptive virtual
reality. The present contribution presents and discusses this novel approach and its similarities
and dissimilarities with the previous ones, highlighting how personalized contents features
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can be identified and their possible applications and benefits in
the field of relaxation and emotion regulation.

To trace similarities and differences between these 3
approaches, a list of features was built up (Table 1), trying to
describe their specific and common characteristics.

THE FIRST APPROACH: RELAXING VR

The first approach, which we will name “relaxing VR” (rVR
henceforth), presents contents inspired or directly derived
from classical relaxation techniques such as progressive muscle
relaxation, autogenic training, yoga, meditation; typically, the
user is shown environments that can help him/her feel safe.
Often, virtual environments feature contents that are generically
associated with pleasant, peaceful, non-arousing sceneries such
as islands, parks, gardens and other open-space, generic nature-
based environments. Indeed, as often used in imagery techniques
too, these environments have proved to be a valuable means
to reduce stress (Baños et al., 2005; León-Pizarro et al., 2007;
Villani et al., 2007; Felix et al., 2017), both in healthy and
pathological contests (e.g., pain) (Hoffman et al., 2011). Within
the rVR approach, natural scenarios and visual or auditory
natural elements have been frequently employed, showing
a fair efficacy in several contexts (Annerstedt et al., 2013;

TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the three main approaches to virtual reality for
promoting relaxation or emotion regulation.

Attributes (1) approach:
Relaxing VR

(2) approach:
Engaging VR

(3) approach:
Personalized
VR

Psychological
or physiological
target

Relaxation emotion regulation,
stress management
training

Relaxation,
emotion
regulation, stress
management
training,
well-being
empowerment

Aim Transient
relaxation

Empower and train
users’ abilities

Transient
relaxation and/or
empower and
train users’
abilities

Contents Generic
scenarios and
stimuli (often
nature-based)

Specific scenarios
and interactive
stimuli to promote
training

User-centered
contents

Users’
involvement

Passive Active Passive or Active

Contents and
stimuli

Fixed Based on emotion
to induce or ability
to train

Adaptive (i.e.,
modifiable in real
time basing on
users’ current
state)

Technology Virtual reality,
psychophy-
siological
correlates

Virtual reality, psy-
chophysiological
correlates,
gaming/interaction

Virtual reality,
psychophysiolog-
ical correlates,
gaming, Artificial
Intelligence

Anderson et al., 2017). For example, regarding sound features
specifically, nature-based VR scenarios filled with natural sounds
resulted in being more effective for stress reduction, compared
with natural scenarios without them (Annerstedt et al., 2013).
These rVR interventions usually present users with multimodal
stimuli, involving visual, auditory and haptic modalities to
try lowering physiological activation, gaining control over
body reactions. Thus, not only visual natural elements, but
also auditory natural elements display some intrinsic relaxing
properties (Saadatmand et al., 2013). Apart from natural sounds,
rVR scenarios present auditory stimuli that may include warm
and calm voices, giving instructions to relax muscles, relieve
stress and negative thoughts. Controlling breathe frequency
and amplitude is another technique usually delivered by rVR
narratives, in that breathing exercises are widely employed in
clinical psychology (Smith, 1999).

Relaxing VR is a useful application of VR because relaxation
states, by lowering general arousal, are proven to have positive
effects on cognitive and physical stress. The main aim of this
first approach is to put users in a more or less passive state of
relaxation, or to lower physiological arousal, inducing a positive
state of well-being. This is the case not only of relaxation-focused
interventions, but also of those interventions aiming at induce
positive mood states, through the exposition to emotionally
connoted scenarios (Baños et al., 2004, 2008; Riva et al., 2007).

Importantly, such interventions induce a transitory state of
relaxation or positive emotion (Felnhofer et al., 2015). Users
may come even to a deep relaxation state, but such physiological
state and its benefits are usually not maintained for long in the
everyday life and the VR experience could hardly be generalized
to other contexts. Indeed, the purpose of rVR is to reach a positive
state of well-being in the very moment of the VR exposure, rather
than engage users in a learning process to gain new abilities.
That’s not to say that rVR cannot produce long-lasting positive
effects, as relaxation or positive emotions can produce even
medium and long term benefits on well-being, coping strategies
and health (Folkman and Moskowitz, 2000; Fredrickson, 2001;
Tugade et al., 2004; Lyubomirsky et al., 2005; Pressman and
Cohen, 2005; Cohn et al., 2009).

THE SECOND APPROACH: ENGAGING
VR

Targeting a learning process to empower users is in fact one of
the core differences between rVR and the second approach that
can be found in the literature, which we will label engaging VR
(eVR henceforth).

Under the term “eVR,” we classify those interventions that
try to build learning processes about one’s own emotional
and behavioral abilities, giving users a flexible and modifiable
environment. This kind of approach does not merely imply a
passive visualization of the virtual environment or exposure to
relaxing stimuli, rather it requires users to interact with virtual
contents, permitting the acquisition of specific skills. It is the case
of emotion regulation training in VR and of some therapeutic
interventions in VR.
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Broadly, emotion regulation refers to how individuals
influence and express the emotions they experience and how they
experience them, and it has been defined as “all of the conscious
and no conscious strategies we use to increase, maintain, or
decrease one or more components of an emotional response”
(Gross et al., 1998).

Virtual reality therapies have been employed for several
psychopathological conditions: anxiety disorders (Baños
et al., 2011), specific phobias (Parsons and Rizzo, 2008),
eating disorders (Ferrer-García and Gutiérrez-Maldonado,
2012; Ferrer-García et al., 2013), trauma and stress-related
disorders (Gonçalves et al., 2012), as well as other serious
psychiatric conditions (Maples-Keller et al., 2017a,b). VR therapy
interventions have some characteristics in common with eVR,
as the virtual environments vary according to the symptoms
to be addressed.

A customized environment is used also in “stress inoculation
training,” which shares some similarities with VR therapies,
and in particular with Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy
(VRET). Based on the assumption that gradual exposure to
fear-inducing stimuli can increase “mental readiness,” stress
inoculation training can train subjects’ stress response capacity
(Bosse et al., 2014).

Training emotional reactivity in response to negative stimuli
has resulted to be a valuable primary prevention intervention
for burn-out and psychological functioning for different work
categories (Rizzo et al., 2008; Popović et al., 2009; Bosse et al.,
2014) and it represents a case of eVR, as it aims to improve
stress response capacity, targeting mental presence and emotional
reactivity in stressful situations.

During the training, users are helped gain skills to cope
with negative stimuli and feelings, managing the emotions they
experience in a more functional way. By increasing emotional
management, such interventions have an important impact on
well-being and mental health functioning (Serino et al., 2014).

For example, job interviews have been simulated in virtual
environments to give participants the opportunity to exercise
their ability to manage emotions before and after a 5-weeks
long emotional skills training (Villani et al., 2017). Also, VR
applications have been used to train children with autism
spectrum disorder to learn how to deal emotionally with everyday
life social situations (Ip et al., 2018).

For the sake of completeness, it is interesting to note that
innovative resources to improve/exercise emotional skills come
from the video games scenario. Indeed, the association between
gaming experiences and real life abilities improvements has been
established (Lobel et al., 2014), with the capacity of video games
to modulate arousal and interoceptive awareness. As highlighted
by a recent review, commercial video games are valuable tools
to improve emotion regulation capacities, training emotional
intelligence and emotional strategies (Villani et al., 2018). Many
emotional experiences can be practiced when playing video
games, ranging from primary emotions such as fear, pleasure and
anger (Rodríguez et al., 2015b; Wrzesien et al., 2015; Vara et al.,
2016; Hemenover and Bowman, 2018), to complex emotions
such as feeling “enriched” (Oliver et al., 2016) or feeling socially
engaged with other characters. The first kind of emotions is

more contingent and easily induced, through narratives and
ad hoc scenarios, while the latter is usually evoked by complex
narratives, requiring for example characters that have a long and
struggling journey (Oliver et al., 2012).

Apart from entertainment, that of course is an emotional
outcome of playing video games, players experience personally
meaningful gaming experiences, encountering opportunities for
introspection through the identification with characters and
avatars (Oliver et al., 2016).

Importantly, rVR and eVR approaches are far from being
mutually exclusive, on the contrary they can be used conjointly.
It is the case for example of the VRET, that, as in the
traditional psychotherapeutic settings from whom it is derived,
requires the patient to be systematically desensitized (Marks
and Gelder, 1965) within a combination of relaxation and
exposure. The great majority of the VRET studies in fact
combined the two approaches (Maples-Keller et al., 2017a),
with an initial phase with psychoeducational methods and
breathing or relaxing exercises. The combination of both
interventions has to be preferred, as in the traditional techniques
and relaxation training on its own for specific phobia has
shown reduced efficacy compared to exposure intervention
(Mühlberger et al., 2001).

THE THIRD APPROACH:
PERSONALIZED VR

The third approach, “personalized VR” (pVR henceforth), would
be different from the previous ones, specifically for what
concerns the choice and the construction of VR contents
and environments.

Personalized VR would be in fact a user-centered approach to
the design and implementation of the VR setting itself.

A pVR would be defined by two main characteristics, one
relating to the design of VR contents, and the other to the
technology to implement. The design aspect regards preliminary
investigation about users’ relevant life events, aiming to
extract distinctive perceptive features of personal memories
and experiences. If a relaxing environment has to be built, a
preliminary inquiry about potential users’ relaxing life events
will be conducted, while for an emotional training VR, user
would be asked for emotionally connotated memories. Such
descriptions should be accurate, carefully recorded and should
include multisensory details: visual, tactile, auditory and even
olfactory elements.

Description should include multisensory elements, both to
have detailed elements and to understand with which perceptive
modality the user re-experience the autobiographical scene
(sounds, temperature, and colors). User would also be explicitly
asked about which stimuli they associate with this experience,
trying to find out significant perceptive cues effective in memories
elicitation (Holland and Kensinger, 2010).

As a second step, distinctive features of such autobiographical
life events and evoking cues would be rendered with symbols,
activities or other virtual environments contents, through a
qualitative analysis of users’ descriptions (see Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1 | The extraction process of relevant information to build pVR, to inform the construction of personalized environments. Adopting a pVR approach does
not mean to digitally re-create specific situations, but to understand which symbols/features could be digitally rendered in order to allow the participants recall
ancient sensations.

The pVR approach would target autobiographical memories
both because it is important to show the user’s preferred
places (Fisher, 1974; Kyle et al., 2004; Korpela et al., 2008;
Korpela and Ylén, 2009), and because recalling personal
experience can bring sensorial and vivid feelings (Rubin and
Kozin, 1984; Tulving, 1985; Wright and Gaskell, 1992; Brewer,
1996; Rubin, 2005).

Not only user-centered approaches (e.g., based on users’
feedback for content) have proved to be particularly effective in
different applications of VR (Parsons et al., 2009; Rizzo et al.,
2011), but knowing which perceptive and contextual elements
connote emotional memories can also help in emotion elicitation
or emotion modulation, and can inform experimenters and
developers on which elements have to be modulated or have not
to be included, depending on the target of the intervention. pVR
environments and stimuli would be built focused on the specific
users’ characteristics and, more specifically, on the environments
features users give importance and relevance to, eventually acting
as a cue for recalling personal past memories and enhancing
users involvement.

The vividness of emotional engagement grows when
something personal, related to the subjective experience,
is presented. Re-evoking personal contents in fact enhance
affective psychological states (Picard et al., 2001; Witvliet et al.,
2001), augmenting the capacity to elaborate memories and
emotional experiences.

Previous studies have already proved that putting
autobiographical stimuli within the VR environment helps
give a vivid emotional connotation to the experience and

enhance sense of presence (Baños et al., 2004, 2008, 2009; Rey
et al., 2005; Riva et al., 2007).

In the above-mentioned studies, different emotional states
(such as relaxation, joy, sadness), were evoked through
autobiographical stimuli presented in different sensorial
modalities (picture, audio, music, autobiographical recall),
suggesting that autobiographical contents in VR may play a
valuable role in subjective emotional experience. This might
constitute a relevant difference from the rVR and eVR, which
typically lack of contents tailored on their users.

pVR would address stress and emotion regulation, both
relying on complex circuit involving cognitive, behavioral
and psycho-physiological responses (Lang, 1968; Borkovec
and Costello, 1993), targeting (a) a bottom-up modality
with personalized stimuli and autobiographical cues and (b)
addressing physiological correlates through adaptative methods.
In a relaxing environment, element recalling previous safe place
would enhance feelings of security and peace, while in an emotion
regulation training, providing affective connotated stimuli could
help emotion regulation and arousal modulation by giving the
user the occasion to confront his/her own relevant life events
(Holland and Kensinger, 2010).

Relaxation can be guided for example with verbal instructions
bringing attention to muscles activation and breathing (Jacobsen,
1929; Miller, 1987), or induced through cognitive representations
of positive thoughts and stimuli (Tusek and Cwynar, 2000;
Vempati and Telles, 2002). pVR can be modified according
to the relaxing technique employed in the specific pVR
intervention, rather it would stress user-centered environment
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and autobiographical engagement (Holland and Kensinger,
2010) to enhance sense of presence and affective involvement.
Furthermore, pVR would provide adaptative physiological
mechanism, monitoring physiological parameters.

Differently from the studies employing unique
autobiographical contents and stimuli, in which contents
have to be specifically selected for each subject, the pVR
approach would allow for a broader generalization, reached
through the construction of a stimuli library, based on memories
relevant features.

From a methodological point of view, user centered design
techniques would be implemented as the foundation for the VR
design. These techniques come from the user experience field, but
they are not focused on evaluating technologies (e.g., in terms
of usability and functionality), rather they are meant to be used
before the tool or technology is created, in order to provide
information to design in terms of users’ needs, intentions and
contexts of use (Garrett, 2010; Triberti and Barello, 2016). On
the one hand, techniques such as contextual inquiry (which is
a field research method, a semi-ethnographic interview to be
conducted within the place/context of interest) (Holtzblatt and
Jones, 1993) could be a valuable tool to enrich users’ subjective
testimony with objective measures and properties to be included
in a personalized virtual environment; similarly, empathy maps,
which are a visual diagram featuring user personas’ experience
and needs (Curedale, 2016), could be used to systematize
information on users to guide pVR implementation.

User Centered research could allow pVR to develop trans-
situational knowledge about the most common or recurrent
multi-sensorial features of relaxing experiences in order to
develop a library of stimuli which can be used to approximate
the personalized virtual scenario for each possible user.

The second main characteristic of the virtual tools
created within a pVR approach, relating to technology to
be implemented, is that of adaptive virtual reality (Alcañiz
et al., 2007, 2009; Parsons and Reinebold, 2012): in order
to be really personalized, a virtual environment should be
able to adapt its own contents to the user’s state in the very
moment of the interaction. In other words, pVR environments
would feature integrated systems able to sense and analyze
users’ state by means of psychophysiological correlates,
self-reported states, and observable behaviors in order to
provide modifications to the virtual experience itself. Doing
so, pVR would not be “user centered” only in the sense
that user’s pre-existing needs, experiences and memories are
taken into consideration for design, but also personalized
changes will happen within the virtual instance according to
users’ current state.

As written above, relevant properties of personal memories
would be organized in terms of macro and sub-categories
(e.g., perceptual aspects such as form and color of objects;
content aspect such as the meaning to be communicated
through discourses present in the VR; etc.) and the system
would operate such properties dynamically during any VR
instance, in order to maintain a set level of immersion and
emotional reaction by the user, continually monitored through
psychophysiological indexes.

In the future, from a technological point of view, such
adaptation feature of virtual reality would be exploited within
the merging of VR and Artificial Intelligence (AI). AI
techniques, such as machine learning, deep learning and
natural language processing (NLP) provide computers with
reasoning and analytical capabilities that, until quite recently,
it was possible to achieve only with standalone servers in
specialized laboratories. Today, any field of knowledge can
employ AI capabilities due to the development of cloud-based
AI servers. Historically, AI has been associated to virtual reality
technology mainly for what regarded the implementation of
virtual agents (Luck and Aylett, 2000). However, the implications
of merging AI and VR for personalized VR experiences has
been less studied. Research into VR focuses on computing
techniques that bring humans with natural perceptual ways
of interaction and new methods of thinking and learning in
virtual and augmented environments. AI provides technologies
that allow computers to mimic abilities that are exclusive to
humans, such as intelligence and consciousness. These two
fields have in common the enhancement of human abilities at
a perceptual level and knowledge generation. The integration
of both research fields will permit the development of more
natural and realistic virtual environments in which humans
and computers will interact naturally. The synergy between
mixed reality interfaces, AI and the high-speed ubiquitous
communication networks of the future will generate radically
innovative human-human communication channels, with the
intelligent processing of signals such as body movements, facial
expressions, eye tracking, physiological variables and brain
signals, among others. The majority of emerging technologies
reports focus on three emerging technology mega-trends: AI
everywhere, transparently immersive experiences and digital
platforms (Gartner, 2017).

In pVR, such technology will be employed to analyze multiple,
integrated data about VR users’ current state, to translate these
into emotional information, and finally to modify the virtual
stimuli. Recent studies (Rodríguez et al., 2015a; Bermudez i
Badia et al., 2018; Marín-Morales et al., 2018) showed that it is
possible to apply machine learning techniques to measure specific
emotions in VR, so to extract a set of psychophysiological and
behavioral features to support autonomous emotion recognition.

Four main phases are imagined for development of pVR:

(1) Employing correlational research and focused user-
centered interviews to gather information on common
features of people memories about meaningful
relaxing/positive experiences;

(2) Creating multiple versions of virtual environments based
on recurring categories about sensations, concepts, and
symbols in participants’ testimony;

(3) Evaluating the adaptable virtual environments with
a benchmarking approach, testing pVR products in
comparison to already existing one, sharing common
features with the pVR intervention of interest (aim, type of
environment, adaptative or not, target users) (a) prior with
already existing virtual scenarios in the field of relaxation
or emotion training that can be find in commerce and
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(b) then the with those instruments that have been already
scientifically tested;

(4) Developing adaptive virtual environments, based on the
ability to analyze and exploit users’ current states to adapt
virtual contents to one’s own present state.

CONCLUSION

The approach proposed in the present contribution promises to
be an innovative advancement in the field of VR to positively
manipulate the emotional experience of people. It is important
to consider that the pVR approach is still in its infancy,
or better, here it has been outlined in nuce only. However,
it is possible not only to identify methodological guidelines
to develop it, but also to highlight its possible limitations;
specifically, it is still not very clear how to identify participants
to the user research who would give developers the most
meaningful information to start understanding relax/emotions
personal experiences. Another issue related to sampling is
connected to the inherently “personalized” nature of the VR
contents within the pVR approach: participants could possibly
report inadequate or unusable memories; for example, patients
with chronic conditions tend to remember negative experiences
because of the salience effect (Renzi et al., 2016), which may
make difficult for them to recall positive experiences before
the onset of chronic pain or pathological stress. Secondarily,
issues related to pVR implementation still need to be taken into
consideration, such as its cost compared to other approaches. We
speculate that pVR could bring efficacy advantages, compared
to non-personalized approaches, despite its major costs, in
particular in the field of clinical psychology interventions, where
a more general personalization of contents (for example in
the case of specific phobias and VRET) is already applied to
embrace users specificity. Overall, personalized approaches and
personalized medicine bring economic advantages, focusing on
personalized needs and on effective interventions for specific
patients (Annemans et al., 2013). From an organizational point
of view, being based on complex and possibly long-lasting user
research, the pVR approach could be difficult to include within

organizational practices (e.g., hospitals or other care facilities
which employ VR for rehabilitation); indeed, its influences on
practices by health professionals are not easy to prefigure and
could generate risky courses of actions (Fairbanks and Wears,
2008; Gilardi et al., 2014).

While future technological advances in VR and AI promise to
enable richer user experiences, perhaps the greatest revolution
that will be made possible by next-generation pVR involves
the ability to collect, analyze and make use of unprecedented
amounts of data, that is, bringing pVR into the age of “Big Data
Psychology” (Mitroff et al., 2015).

When the use of pVR sites become a commodity, there will be
a large potential user base for pVR applications able to analyze
huge sample sizes. The adaptation of A/B testing methods to
pVR would give researchers the tools and the sample size to
investigate the impact on patients of even minor changes in
pVR. The combination of big data machine learning algorithms,
capable of automatically identifying behavioral patterns and
statistically predicting outcomes, will also continuously increase
pVR efficacy. This analysis need not only be at a coarse level,
aggregating data from millions of users, but might also be done at
an individual level, for example, by learning which specific types
of stimuli evoke a better patient experience in a particular user,
and tailoring future scenarios accordingly.

Future research is needed to explore both the user research as
main information guiding the design of pVR contents, and to test
the efficacy of the first prototypes.
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